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ACC Accounting Solutions Shortlisted by CIO Review for 20 Most Promising Sage Solution 

Providers 2015 

Annual list showcases the 20 Most Promising Sage Solution Providers 2015.  ACC Accounting Solutions 

makes it to CIO Review’s top Sage Solution Providers list for its expertise in offering ERP and CRM 

solutions as well assuring companies with relevant business knowledge to accomplish desired outcomes. 

FREMONT, CA – January, 13 2015– CIO Review (www.cioreview.com) has chosen ACC Accounting 

(www. accaccountingsolutions.com) for its 20 Most Promising Sage Solution Providers. The positioning is 

based on evaluation of ACC Accounting’s ERP and CRM solutions and Sage consultation services to 

address budgeting and forecasting needs of companies across pre-acute, acute and post-acute settings. 

The annual list of companies is selected by a panel of experts and members of CIO Review’s editorial 

board to recognize and promote technology entrepreneurship. “ACC Accounting  has been on our radar 

for some time for stirring a revolution in the Sage space, and we are happy to showcase them this year 

due to their continuing excellence in delivering top-notch technology-driven solutions,” said Harvi 

Sachar, Publisher and Founder, CIO Review. “ACC Accounting Solutions continued to break new ground 

within the past year benefiting its customers around the globe, and we’re excited to have them featured 

on our top companies list.” 

“ACC Accounting is honored to be recognized by CIO Review’s panel of experts and thought leaders,” 
said Sean Atkins, President and Founder. 

About ACC Accounting 

A Sage partner and consultation services provider for companies seeking ERP solutions, budgeting and 
forecasting, and business intelligence solutions.  

About CIO Review 

CIO Review constantly endeavors to identify "The Best" in a variety of areas important to tech business. 
Through nominations and consultations with industry leaders, our editors choose the best in different 
domains.  Sage Special is an annual listing of 20 Most Promising Sage Solution Providers 2015 in the U.S. 


